SCOTT BOATS
We manufacture a range of performance jet boats specifically designed for NZ's extreme boating conditions;

- 4.75, 4.6, 4.45, 4.25 and 4.1 metre
- 3.4 metre Puddle Hopper
- 13'6" Sprint Hulls

This range of boats has evolved from boats we have built for our personal use. We use them for extreme boating, fun and family boating and fishing in the rivers and lakes of the New Zealand. We wanted boats that would;

- Really perform and use the superior thrust of our jets
- Cope with shallow water, rapids and whitewater
- Be simple and easy enough for mum and teenagers to safely drive
- Have reliable fuel efficient engines (we boat a lot in remote places)
- Be tough and rugged
- Have workmanship second to none

We design our boats using every bit of the expertise we have built up in the last three decades - building market leading jet propulsion equipment and boats. We've also been lucky enough to spend thousands of hours boating in NZ and overseas rivers and lakes, and have listened carefully to feedback from jet boat enthusiasts around the world. Our jets are also "competition hardened" as World Jet Sprint champions for the past 13 years. We believe Scott Boats set the standard for recreational boats in construction, quality, performance and most importantly safety.

What makes Scott Boats outstanding?
- Scott Boats are custom designed by Konrad Scott to produce an ideal hull/engine/jet package
- We use ultra-reliable, proven engines and have them individually mapped and configured by Mike Lynn of the Turbo Shop in Dunedin - whom we believe to be NZ's best engine "tuner"
- Each boat comes standard with a MoTeC high tech, electronic engine management system - quite simply the best in the world. We work in association with MoTeC to ensure the package provides optimum engine control
- Each hull is fabricated in our Winchester factory and is Scott quality-checked
- The fit-out and finishing of our boats is done by Craig Henderson in Dunedin - a meticulous marine craftsman
- Konrad Scott is a passionate jet boater and can give great advice on the final fit-out of your boat - to match your precise needs, e.g. fishing, whitewater, water-skiing, family boating, etc. He also gives a 2 hour lesson on how best to handle and maintain your boat, and has a complete workshop for your scheduled maintenance
- They are powered by the world's toughest, highest performing jet - Scott Waterjet

New Zealand Customers
NZ customers can contact Konrad Scott in Winchester on 03 615 8851 or email scottboats@xtra.co.nz for information on Scott Boats, and to arrange a test drive.

International customers
International customers should email scottboats@xtra.co.nz for more information.